
Cardinality explained (for advanced users)
This document was specially created for advanced users who want to gain a 
better understanding of joins and cardinality when building reports in Cognos 11.

After joining two queries, you then define the 
join relationship and its cardinality. 
Cardinality refers to the unique relationship 
between the data values that have  been 
joined.  

In this scenario, a join has been created to 
add the   account code to expense details. 
The join relationship  has been defined using 
the Expense Type Key which  calls for a 
cardinality relationship of 1:n to 0:n. The   
relationship impact then reads that each 
account code  will have one or more 
expenses and each expense will have zero or 
more account codes.
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For additional reporting resources, visit the Reporting Hub on 
SAP Concur Community.

Cardinality relationships can be expressed as:

One-to-one (1:1) – this data item has one and only one matching record   
One-to-many (1:n) – this data item has one or more than one matching record(s) 
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Zero-to-one (0:1) – this data item has zero or only one matching record   
Zero-to-many (0:n) – this data item has zero or more than one matching record(s) 
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https://community.concur.com/t5/Reporting-Hub/bg-p/ReportingHub
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